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US$ / FX:
• DXY: Battling resistance & 40-wk in 93 area

• Daily chart starting to look exhausted

• EC: Finding support around 1.18 area

• Both critical areas on the charts

• Weak US$ had been supporting ‘reflation’ 

Commodities & Sectors:
• BCOM: Testing long-term breakout

• All sectors in long-term up trends

• Most commodities seeing consolidation

• Crude strong; but 1st ‘lower low’ in 7 weeks

• Gold & silver: bending, jury still out

• ‘Growth scare’ would lead to extended 
consolidation ranges within uptrend

• So far, it’s looking like minor ones

Bottom Line:
• US$: Holding bottom of critical range

• DXY & EC now at key areas on their charts

• Commodities likely bending not breaking

Commodities / Dollar 
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Last time 10-yr spread weakened relative 
to 5-yr was ahead of gold’s break in 2013•G 287, 206 

Oil Market
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Brent Crude:
• Spread holding over $6 – very OPEC driven
• 1-12 mo. spread is healthy (i.e., backward)
• Nearing 2018 highs – potential resistance

WTI:
• Rig count continues to grow
• COT continues to show heavy forward selling 



•G 152, 129, 173, 222
•236, 302 ▲▼

US yield curve healthy in general, 
but flatter over the last month

Global 10-yr rates in strong up 
trend; again lower over week
• US: ▼ 6 bp

• Japan: ▼ 2 bp  

• Germany: ▼ 2 bp 

• UK: ▼ 1 bp 

• 10 US B/E: ▼ 5 bp

Global Yields
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Daily Charts:
• Either catastrophic break or bull trap

• Did hold 200-day, & 3rd Fib from Jan low

• Also 1st Fib from Aug low (weekly chart)

Weekly Charts:
• Strong move off 50bp

• Found resistance at ‘round’ number (1¾%)

• Clearly in pullback / consolidation mode

• Potential breakdown  (1.35-1.40% area)

• 5-yr. stronger; needs to hold 70 bp

• RSI needs to hold 40 to confirm up trend

• Both LQD & HYG through resistance

Bottom Line:
• Likely new ‘bull market’ market for rates

• Potential failure & breakdown

• Confirming the reflation trade & growth

Bonds / Rates
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▲▼ G 240, 149, 253
Spreads:
• Spreads mixed on the week

• In area of cycle / record lows 

• Spreads remain a tailwind – LT 

• Can argue bad risk/reward – ST

• Not convinced will provide a ‘signal’ 
this market cycle 

CCC Trends: 
• ▼ 10 bp; (to 4.52%)

• Last cycle below 5% was ’07

• New cycle low

HY Trends: 
• ▲ 4 bp; (to 3.16%)

• 3.12% was cycle low  (last week)

IG Trends: 
• ▲ 3 bp; (to 1.07%)

• DMI on a ‘SELL’  (6/5)

• 1.04% was all-time low   (1.14 in ‘07)

Credit Spreads
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•G 308, 307

• %>200-day hit highest level since ’09-10

• Finally starting to ease  (<80%)

• RSI as well (<65%)

• Surges occur early in bull markets

• Clear divergences appear at tops (~60%)

• Typically after dip, or ‘Fall Day’

VALUA – Cycle Overview
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Daily Charts:
• S&P and NASDAQ to new highs

• NASDAQ resolved triangle to upside

• Hindenburg on NASDAQ Wed.

• Internals still relatively weak

Weekly Charts: 
• Stocks in a ‘confirmed’ bull market  (Spring Day)

• Internals mixed – several divergences

• Fresh MACD ‘Buy’ signal on NASDAQ

• Broad indices look like pullbacks

• R/S of R2k also struggling to hold  (rotation)

• Still seeing rotation as well 

Bottom Line: 
• Continues to look like cyclical bull market

• Strong internals a huge positive longer term

• Internals over near term less 

• Still seeing potential consolidation & rotation 

Stocks
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Key Points: 
• Another ‘FANG’ week  

• Rates lower, finally a bounce in IYR & XLU

• Defensive sectors weak in general 

• Longer term, sector shift is consistent 
with a cyclical bottom

Market Sectors
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General: 
• Fall into 2 basic categories 
• Those correcting since Jan/Feb, and 

those extended and may be starting to 

Banks: 
• Important breakout, consolidating

Insurance: 
• Important breakout, consolidating

Internet: 
• Moving out of triangle 

ARK Innovators: 
• Sloppy, but held support

AAPL & AMZN: 
• Driving rally, recent break-outs

Continued Rotation  (7/9)



Changes in Volatility Surface
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SPY Surface (7/9)                                    SPY Surface (7/2)                                          Difference

SPY and VIX Index                                             VIX Index - UX3 Index (Spot - 3 month)



Normalized Skew Charts (3 – Month Tenor)
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Russell 2000                                            Nasdaq                                                    S&P 500

Bonds                                                      Semis Dollar



Indices: 
• Monthly charts have clearly ‘broken-out’

• Still healthy technically, longer term

• Textbook MACD divergence on ACWI

Country Tour: 
• DAX: Extended, poised for a pullback

• France: Extended, starting to pullback

• UK: Extended, starting to pullback

• Japan: Led higher, healthy consolidation

• Korea: Led higher, healthy consolidation

• China: Led higher, testing support 

• India: Extended, forming flag

• Russia: Extended, forming flag

• Brazil: Fresh breakout, testing gap

Bottom Line: 
• Strong breakouts on monthly charts

• Asian markets leading higher

• Key canary China weak, but still holding

Overseas Markets
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COVID-19 Stats    (FINAL)
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Commodities / US$:
• DXY: Held 90, now struggling at 93 & 40-wk

• Commodities strong; now consolidating

Yields / Credit:
• Yields globally rising strongly past year

• Potential breakdown & failure 

• Credit spreads near / at cycle lows 

Stocks:
• Continues to look like strong cyclical bull

• Several divergences over near term 

• Current rally mostly FANG’s

• Best chance this cycle for consolidation

• Risk measures are healthy 

Overseas:
• Also in healthy, longer-term, up trends 

• Asia leading higher, also consolidating

• Chinese markets holding support, so far…

Summary
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Confidential – Do not copy or distribute. The information may

not be reproduced or further disseminated without the

permission of NexPoint. The information contained in this

document is subject to change without notice.

The information in this presentation contains "forward-looking

statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities

Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements can be

identified by the fact that they do not relate strictly to

historical or current facts. Forward-looking statements often

include words such as "anticipates," "estimates," "expects,"

"projects," "intends," "plans," "believes" and words and terms

of similar substance in connection with discussions of future

operating or financial performance.

These forward-looking statements are based on our current

expectations and assumptions regarding the fund’s portfolio

and performance, the economy and other future conditions

and forecasts of future events, circumstances and results. As

with any projection or forecast, they are inherently

susceptible to uncertainty and changes in circumstances.

This presentation is for educational purposes only and

contains statistics and graphical representations that have

been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but are

not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. References

to any specific securities do not constitute an offer to buy or

sell securities. Past performance of any security or

investment strategy does not guarantee future performance.

Charts as of: July 9, 2021 and courtesy of TradeStation or

Bloomberg, unless otherwise noted.

THIS BRIEF IS FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE 

ONLY, AND NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION.
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